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(54) Road image managing apparatus

(57) One of the series shots of different types of
image data stored in a memory is displayed in accord-
ance with the position data correspondingly stored with
each shots, inputted instruction position data, attitude
data correspondingly stored with each shots, and input-
ted instruction attitude data. That is, the attitude data of
the displayed shot corresponds to the inputted instruc-
tion attitude data among the shots of which position
data corresponds to the inputted instruction position
data. The attitude data may be altitude or direction data.
The position data is inputted as latitude and longitude
data which may be generated by position data generat-
ing portion including map data and an indicator on the
displayed map. Successive shots of image data along a
road are stored in a second memory from a first mem-
ory with type data in response to operation by an oper-
ator watching the successive shots. A portion of
successive shots are thinned at a regular position inter-
val and the shots showing higher characteristic degree
(sign board) are further stored in the memory, particu-
larly, showing a higher characteristic degree at an
instructed area of the screen area of the image data.
The characteristic degree is detected from color data
from each shot. The shot showing a peak of high char-
acteristic degree is detected.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a road shot image
managing apparatus for providing images of shots
along a road.
[0002] A road shot image managing apparatus for pro-
viding images of shots along a road is known. Japanese
patent application provisional publication No. 62-
212776 discloses map information display system for
selectively displaying map information at a position or a
background image at the same position.
[0003] The aim of the present invention is to provide a
superior road shot image managing apparatus.
[0004] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a first road shot image managing apparatus
including: different storing portions for storing different
types of image data of series shots along a road, each
storing portion having a table for storing position data
and attitude data of each of the series shots of each of
different types of the image data with correspondence
therebetween; an input portion for inputting instruction
position data and instruction attitude data; a first read-
ing portion for reading the attitude data and position
data of each of the series shots of each of different
types of the image data respectively corresponding to
the instruction position data; and a second reading por-
tion responsive to the input portion and the first reading
portion for reading one of the series shots of one of dif-
ferent types of the image data in accordance with the
position data and the attitude data from the first reading
portion, and instruction attitude data to output the one of
the series shots of different types of the image data. In
the first road shot image managing apparatus, the sec-
ond reading portion may include each of the attitude
data from the first reading portion with the instruction
attitude data and determines the one of different types
of image data of which the attitude data's value is near-
est to a value of the instruction attitude data in accord-
ance with the comparing result and further determines
one of the series shots of one of different types of the
image data in accordance with the position data from
the first reading portion.
[0005] In the first road shot image managing appara-
tus, the attitude data may include altitude data and
direction data.
[0006] The first road shot image managing apparatus
may further include a display monitor for displaying the
one of the series shots from the second reading portion.
[0007] In the first road shot image managing appara-
tus, the input portion may include: a latitude and longi-
tude input portion responsive to a first operation for
inputting latitude data and longitude data and outputting
the latitude data and longitude data as the instruction
position data; a position data generating portion includ-
ing a map data storing portion for storing map data, a
map displaying portion for reading and displaying the
map data and indicating portion response to a second
operation for indicating a position on the displayed map

data and a position data calculating portion for calculat-
ing the instruction position data in accordance with the
position and the map data; a position data outputting cir-
cuit for outputting the latitude data and longitude data
from the latitude and longitude input portion in the pres-
ence of the first operation as the instruction position
data and outputting instruction position data from the
calculating portion in the presence of the second opera-
tion; and an altitude data inputting and outputting por-
tion for inputting and outputting the instruction altitude
data.

[0008] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a second road shot image managing apparatus
including a storing portion for storing image data of
series shots along a road and position data, each series
shot of the image data and each of the position data
being correspondingly stored; a reading portion respon-
sive to a reading command for reading one of the series
shots of the image data and the position data corre-
sponding thereto from the first storing portion; a display
for displaying the one of the series shots of the image
data from the reading portion; a data generation portion
for generating type data in response to an operation; a
second storing portion for storing image data; and a
writing portion for correspondingly writing the one of
series shots of the image data and the position data
from the reading portion in the second storing portion
and further correspondingly writing the one of series
shots of the image data and the position data from the
reading portion in the second storing portion with the
type data from data generation portion in the presence
of the operation.
[0009] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a third road shot image managing apparatus
including storing portion for storing image data of series
shots along a road and position data, each series shot
of the image data and each of the position data being
correspondingly stored; a reading portion for succes-
sively reading each of the series shots of the image data
and the position data corresponding thereto from the
first storing portion; a second storing portion for storing
the image data; a thinning portion responsive to the
reading portion for successively thinning the series
shots of the image data at a predetermined interval of a
value of the position data and successively writing
thinned series shots of the image data in the second
storing portion; a characteristic image detection portion
for successively detecting a characteristic value of each
of the series shots of the image data from the reading
portion; a judging portion for judging whether each of
the series shots of the image data is to be written in
accordance with the characteristic value; and a writing
portion for further writing the one of the series shots of
the image data judged to be written in the second stor-
ing portion, wherein the second storing portion stores
the thinned series shots of the image data and one of
the series shots of the image data to be written
[0010] The third road shot image managing apparatus
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may further include an area inputting portion for input-
ting data indicating an area of a screen of the image
data, wherein the writing portion writes one of series
shots of the image data judged to be written in the sec-
ond storing portion when the judging portion judges that
each of the series shots of the image data is to be writ-
ten in accordance with the characteristic value at the
area.

[0011] In the third road shot image managing appara-
tus, the image data may include color data and the char-
acteristic image detection portion includes: a color
comparing portion for comparing color data of each
pixel of the one of the series shots of the image data
with color reference data; a counting portion for count-
ing the pixels in the one of the series shots when the
color data of each pixel of the one of the series shots of
the image data exceed the color reference data, the
characteristic image detection portion writing the one of
the series shots in the second storing portion in accord-
ance with a count of the counting portion.
[0012] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a fourth road shot image managing apparatus
including: a first storing portion for storing image data of
series shots along a road and position data, each series
shot of the image data and each of the position data
being correspondingly stored; a reading portion for suc-
cessively reading each of the series shots of the image
data and the position data corresponding thereto from
the first storing portion; a characteristic image detection
portion for successively detecting a characteristic value
of each of the series shots of the image data from the
reading portion; a peak detecting and outputting portion
for detecting a peak of the characteristic values succes-
sively detected and outputting the position data from the
reading portion corresponding to the peak.
[0013] The fourth road shot image managing appara-
tus may further include: a second storing portion for
storing the image data; a writing portion for succes-
sively writing the one of the series shots of the image
data corresponding to the peak in the second storing
portion; and a reading and outputting portion for reading
and outputting the image data stored in the second stor-
ing portion In response to a request.
[0014] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a fifth road shot image managing apparatus
including: a first storing portion for storing sets of image
data of series shots along a road and position data,
each series shot of the image data and each of the posi-
tion data being correspondingly stored; a reading por-
tion for successively reading each of the series shots of
the image data of each of the sets and position data cor-
responding thereto from the first storing portion; a char-
acteristic image detection portion for successively
detecting a characteristic value of each of the series
shots of the image data of each of the sets from the
reading portion; a first peak detecting portion for suc-
cessively detecting a first peak of the characteristic val-
ues of the series shots of the image data of any one of

the sets and the positional data corresponding to the
first peak; a second peak detection portion for detecting
second peaks of the characteristic values of the image
data of the other of the sets within a predetermined
position interval from the position of the position data of
the first peak and detecting position data corresponding
to the second peaks; an averaging portion for averaging
the position data of the first peak and the second peaks
to output an average peak position.

[0015] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a fifth road shot image managing apparatus
including: a first reading portion for reading data in a
recording medium storing different types of image data
of series shots along a road and position data and atti-
tude data of each of the series shots of each of different
types of the image data with correspondence therebe-
tween; an input portion for inputting instruction position
data and instruction attitude data, the first reading por-
tion reading the attitude data and position data of each
of the series shots of each of different types of the
image data respectively corresponding to the instruction
position data; and a second reading portion responsive
to the input portion and the first reading portion for read-
ing one of the series shots of one of different types of
the image data in accordance with the position data and
the attitude data from the first reading portion, and
instruction attitude data to output the one of the series
shots of different types of the image data.
[0016] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a sixth road shot image managing apparatus
including: a first storing portion for storing image data of
series shots along a road and position data, each series
shot of the image data and each of the position data
being correspondingly stored; a reading portion respon-
sive to a reading command for reading one of the series
shots of the image data and the position data corre-
sponding thereto from the first storing portion; a display
for displaying the one of the series shots of the image
data from the reading portion; a data generation portion
for generating type data in response to an operation; a
second storing portion for storing the image data; and a
writing portion for correspondingly writing the one of
series shots of the image data and the position data
from the reading portion in the second storing portion
and further correspondingly writing the one of series
shots of the image data and the position data from the
reading portion in the second storing portion with the
type data from data generation portion in the presence
of the operation.
[0017] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a seventh road shot image managing apparatus
including: a reading portion for reading data in a record-
ing medium storing image data of series shots along a
road and position data, each series shot of the image
data and each of the position data being correspond-
ingly stored, the reading portion successively reading
each of the series shots of the image data and the posi-
tion data corresponding thereto from the first storing
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portion; a second storing portion for storing the image
data; a thinning portion responsive to the reading por-
tion for successively thinning the series shots of the
image data at a predetermined interval of a value of the
position data and successively writing thinned series
shots of the image data in the second storing portion; a
characteristic image detection portion for successively
detecting a characteristic value of each of the series
shots of the image data from the reading portion; a judg-
ing portion for judging whether each of the series shots
of the image data is to be written in accordance with the
characteristic value; and a writing portion for further
writing the one of the series shots of the image data
judged to be written in the second storing portion,
wherein the second storing portion stores the thinned
series shots of the image data and the one of the series
shots of the image data.

[0018] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided an eighth road shot image managing apparatus
including: a reading portion for reading data in a record-
ing medium storing sets of image data of series shots
along a road and position data, each series shot of the
image data and each of the position data being corre-
spondingly stored, the reading portion successively
reading each of the series shots of the image data of
each of the sets and position data corresponding
thereto from the first storing portion; a characteristic
image detection portion for successively detecting a
characteristic value of each of the series shots of the
image data of each of the sets from the reading portion;
a first peak detecting portion for successively detecting
a first peak of the characteristic values of the series
shots of the image data of any one of the sets and the
positional data corresponding to the first peak; a second
peak detection portion for detecting second peaks of
the characteristic values of the image data of the other
of the sets within a predetermined position interval from
the position of the position data of the first peak and
detecting position data corresponding to the second
peaks; and an averaging portion for averaging the posi-
tion data of the first peak and the second peaks to out-
put an average peak position.
[0019] The aim and features of the present invention
will become more readily apparent from the following
detailed description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a road shot image man-
aging apparatus of a first embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the first embodiment
showing a position data input portion shown in Fig.
1;
Fig. 3 is an illustration showing an operation of the
first embodiment;
Fig. 4 is an illustration showing an operation of the
first embodiment;
Figs. 5 to 7 are partial block diagrams of the first
embodiment showing an aerial image data manag-

ing portion, a road image data managing portion,
and a patrol image data managing portion shown in
Fig. 1;

Fig. 8 is an illustration of the first embodiment which
is also referred in the other embodiments;
Fig. 9 is an illustration of a second embodiment of a
road shot image managing apparatus;
Fig. 10 is a block diagram of the road shot image
managing apparatus of the second embodiment;
Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a road image manag-
ing apparatus of a third embodiment;
Fig. 12 is a block diagram of the third embodiment
showing the structure of the filter shown in Fig. 11;
Figs. 13 to 15 are illustration of the third embodi-
ment illustrating the equidistantly thinning process;
Figs. 16A to 16D, 17, and 18 are illustrations of the
third embodiment illustrating the important image
detecting operation;
Fig. 19 is a block diagram of the road shot image
managing apparatus of a fourth embodiment;
Fig. 20 depicts a flow chart of the fourth embodi-
ment;
Figs. 21A to 21C are an illustration of the fourth
embodiment showing data in recording mediums;
and
Figs. 22A to 22C are graphical drawings of the
fourth embodiment showing peak positions.

[0020] The same or corresponding elements or parts
are designated with like references throughout the
drawings.

*FIRST EMBODIMENT+

[0021] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a road shot image
managing apparatus of a first embodiment. Fig. 2 is a
block diagram of the first embodiment showing a posi-
tion data input portion shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an illus-
tration showing an operation of the first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is an illustration showing an operation of the first
embodiment. Figs. 5 to 7 are partial block diagrams of
the first embodiment showing an aerial image data
managing portion, a road image data managing portion,
and a patrol image data managing portion shown in Fig.
1. Fig. 8 is an illustration of the first embodiment which
is also referred in the other embodiments.
[0022] The road shot image data managing apparatus
of the first embodiment includes a judging portion 1, a
position data input portion 2, an aerial image data man-
aging portion 3, a road image data managing portion 4,
a patrol image data managing portion 5, a selector 6,
and a monitor display 7. The aerial image data manag-
ing portion 3 includes a reading circuit 41, an image
data storing portion 42, and a table 45. A recording
medium 140 holds aerial image data including succes-
sive shots along a road (toll way, etc.) from a helicopter
431 and data for table 45. The road image data manag-
ing portion 4 includes a reading circuit 51, an image
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data storing portion 52, and a table 55. A recording
medium 150 holds road image data including succes-
sive shots along the road 118 from a vehicle 117 travel-
ling on the road 118 and data for table 55. The patrol
image data managing portion 5 includes a reading cir-
cuit 61, an image data storing portion 62, and a table
65. A recording medium 160 holds road image data
including successive shots along the road 118 from the
vehicle on the ground, at an edge of the road 118, or on
a road other than the toll road 118 and data for table 65.
The position data input portion 2 inputs instruction posi-
tion data 2a and instruction attitude data 2b to supply
instruction attitude data 2b to the judging portion 1 and
the instruction position data 2a to the aerial image data
managing portion 3, the road image data managing por-
tion 4, and the patrol image data managing portion 5.

[0023] The reading circuit 41 of the aerial image data
managing portion 3 searches the latitude and longitude
data 47 corresponding to (agreeing or nearest to) the
instruction position data 2a including instruction attitude
and longitude data and reads the searched latitude and
longitude data 47, the corresponding frame number
data 46, the corresponding altitude data 48, the corre-
sponding direction data 49, and the corresponding
angle data 50 to the reading circuit 41. The reading cir-
cuit 41 supplies the corresponding frame number data
46 to the image data storing portion 42 to send the
image data 3a to the selector 6. At the same time, the
reading circuit 41 supplies the corresponding attitude
data 3b to the Judging portion 1.
[0024] The reading circuit 51 of the road image data
managing portion 4 searches the latitude and longitude
data 57 corresponding to (agreeing or nearest to) the
instruction position data 2a including instruction latitude
and longitude data and reads the searched latitude and
longitude data 57, the corresponding frame number
data 56, the corresponding altitude data 58, the corre-
sponding direction data 59, and the corresponding
angle data 60 to the reading circuit 51. The reading cir-
cuit 51 supplies the corresponding frame number data
56 to the image data storing portion 52 to read the
image data 4a of one of successive shots of which posi-
tion data corresponds to the instruction position data 2a
and supplies it to the selector 6. Moreover, the reading
circuit 41 supplies the corresponding attitude data 4b to
the judging portion 1.
[0025] The reading circuit 61 of the patrol image data
managing portion 5 searches the latitude and longitude
data 57 corresponding to (agreeing or nearest to) the
instruction position data 2a including instruction latitude
and longitude data and reads the searched latitude and
longitude data 67, the corresponding frame number
data 66, the corresponding altitude data 68, the corre-
sponding direction data 69, and the corresponding
angle data 70 to the reading circuit 61. The reading cir-
cuit 61 supplies the corresponding frame number data
66 to the image data storing portion 62 to read the
image data 5a of one of successive shots of which posi-

tion data corresponds to the instruction position data 2a
and supplies it to the selector 6. Moreover, the reading
circuit 61 supplies the corresponding attitude data 5b to
the judging portion 1.

[0026] The judging portion 1 compares the attitude
data 3a, 4a, and 5a from the aerial image data manag-
ing portion 3, the road image data managing portion 4,
and the patrol image data managing portion 5 with the
instruction attitude data 2b from the position data input
portion 2 and determines one of the aerial image data
managing portion 3, the road image data managing por-
tion 4, and the patrol image data managing portion 5
which outputs the attitude data corresponds (agrees or
is nearest) to the instruction attitude data 2b and sup-
plies a selection signal 1a to the selector 6. More specif-
ically, the judging portion 1 calculates differences
between the instruction attitude data and the attitude
data 3a, 4a, and 5a and detects one of the aerial image
data managing portion 3, the road image data manag-
ing portion 4, and the patrol image data managing por-
tion 5 of which attitude data provides the lowest
difference.
[0027] The selector 6 supplies either of image data 3a,
4a, 5a to the monitor display 7 in accordance with the
selection signal 1a, that is, the comparing result of the
judging portion 1.
[0028] The judging portion 1 can receive instruction
selection data 8 from the position data input portion 2 in
response to an operation and supplies the selection sig-
nal 1a to the selector 6 to select one of the image data
3a, 4a, and 5a irrespective of the attitude data from the
aerial image data managing portion 3, the road image
data managing portion 4, and the patrol image data
managing portion 5 in the presence of the operation.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 2, the position data input por-
tion 2 includes a latitude/longitude data input portion 21,
a map display portion 22, a pointing portion 27, a lati-
tude and longitude data calculation portion 25, an alti-
tude data input portion 23, a direction data input portion
24, an angle data input portion 28, and a type selection
circuit 26.
[0030] The latitude/longitude data input portion 21 for
receiving latitude data, longitude data and outputs the
latitude data and longitude data as the instruction posi-
tion data 2a in response to an operation through an out-
put circuit 29 for OR logic. The map display portion 22
storing map data and displays a map image at a desired
place in response to an operation by an operator. The
pointing portion 27 inputs the location of the point of
which shot of image is to be displayed with a cursor 300
over the displayed the map. The latitude and longitude
data is calculated from the map data and the position of
the cursor 300 with respect to the map image by the lat-
itude/longitude data calculation portion 25. The output
circuit 29 outputs the latitude and longitude data 2a from
the latitude/longitude data input portion 21 in the pres-
ence of the operation to the latitude/longitude data input
portion 21 and outputs the latitude and longitude data
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2a from the latitude/longitude data calculation portion
25 in the presence of the operation to the latitude/longi-
tude data calculation portion 25.

[0031] The altitude data input portion 23 receives alti-
tude data and supplies it to the aerial image data man-
aging portion 3, the road image data managing portion
4, and to the patrol image data managing portion 5. The
altitude data may be meters above sea level or the alti-
tude from the ground to the vehicle 117 on the toll road
118 or the altitude of the helicopter 431. The vehicle
under patrolling may be on the ground. In this embodi-
ment, the altitude data indicate the altitude from the
ground.
[0032] The direction data input portion 24 inputs direc-
tion data and supplies it to the aerial image data manag-
ing portion 3, the road image data managing portion 4,
and the patrol image data managing portion 5. The
direction data may be a compass direction CD of the
helicopter 431 or the direction of the camera carried by
a patrol. Moreover, the direction may be expressed by a
direction with respect to the direction of the road 118.
The video camera 115 or 433 on the vehicle 117 or the
helicopter 431 is directed to the travelling direction of
the vehicle 117 or the helicopter 431.
[0033] The angle data input portion 28 input angle
data and supplies it to the aerial image data managing
portion 3, the road image data managing portion 4, the
patrol image data managing portion 5. The angle data
indicates a vertical angle VA or an angle ZA between
the line between the camera and the shot area and the
Z axis (the vertical line). In this embodiment, the angle
data is expressed by the angle ZA.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 3, a terminal 10 including the
monitor display 7 and the position data input portion 2.
The position data input portion 2 further includes a dis-
play area 30, a keyboard 34, and a mouse 27 to assist
the input operation. The display area 30 includes a lati-
tude/longitude data display area 21a, an altitude data
display area 23a, a direction display area 24a, an angle
data display area 28a, a type selection display area 26a.
The type selection display area 26a includes icons 31 to
33 respectively indicating the image data shot by the
helicopter 431, the image data shot by vehicle 117 on
the road 118, and the image data shot by a camera car-
ried by a patrol man. If the operator inputs the position
data but does not enter the attitude data and operates
the mouse 27 to locate the cursor 300 on the icon 31
and clicks the mouse 27 to enter the data, the type
selector 26 supplies the instruction selection data 8 to
the selector 6 which supplies the image data 3a from
the aerial image data managing portion 3. Similarly, if
the operator inputs the instruction position data but
does not enter the instruction attitude data and operates
the mouse 27 to locate the cursor 300 on the icon 32
and clicks the mouse 27 to enter the data, the type
selector 26 supplies the instruction selection data 8 to
the selector 6 which supplies the image data from the
road image data managing portion 4. If the operator

inputs the position data but does not enter the instruc-
tion attitude data and operates the mouse 27 to locate
the cursor 300 on the icon 33 and clicks the mouse 27
to enter the data, the type selector 26 supplies the
instruction selection data 8 to the selector 6 which sup-
plies the image data from the patrol image data manag-
ing portion 5. However, if the operator does not operates
the type selection portion 26 and does not input the
instruction attitude data, the judging portion 1 automati-
cally selects the image data from the road image data
managing portion 4 with priority.

[0035] When the operator inputs the instruction atti-
tude data and inputs the instruction position data, the
judging portion 1 judges the selected one of the differ-
ent image data and supplies the selection signal 1a to
the selector 6, automatically.
[0036] The position data is inputted as follows:
[0037] The operator operates the keyboard 34 or the
mouse 27 to input the position data. If the operator
inputs the position data with the keyboard 34, the oper-
ator operates the keyboard 34 to input the latitude and
longitude data with watching the latitude and longitude
data display area 12a. If the operator inputs the instruc-
tion position data with the mouse 27, the operator oper-
ates the mouse 27 to operate the pointing portion 27 to
locate the cursor 300 at a desired place on the map
image on the map display portion 22. If the map image
is displayed at a small scale, the map image is automat-
ically enlarged to provide for necessary accuracy of the
position data. The pointing portion 27 supplies the posi-
tion of the cursor 300 on the displayed map image to the
latitude and longitude data calculation portion 25. The
map display portion 22 displays the map image on the
map image area 122 and supplies the position data of
the displayed image. The latitude and longitude data
calculation portion 25 calculates the latitude data and
longitude data from the position data of the displayed
image and the position of the cursor 140 and supplies
the calculated latitude and longitude data as the instruc-
tion position data 2a to the aerial image data managing
portion 3, the road image data managing portion 4, and
the patrol image data managing portion 5 through the
outputting circuit 29.
[0038] The instruction attitude data is inputted as fol-
lows:
[0039] The operator operates the keyboard 34 to input
the altitude data, the direction data and angle data with
confirming the displayed numbers on the input display
area 30. That is, the inputted altitude data is displayed
on the altitude data display area 23a, the direction data
is displayed on the direction display area 24a, and the
angle data is displayed on the angle data display area
28a. Then, the operator clicks the mouse 27 or
depresses an enter key (not shown) on the keyboard 34
to enter the attitude data 2b which is supplied to the
judging portion 1 as instruction attitude data 2b.
[0040] The judging portion 1 judges which one of the
different types of image data from the aerial image data
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managing portion 3, the road image data managing por-
tion 4, and the patrol image data managing portion 5
when at least one of the attitude data is inputted as the
instruction attitude data. Then, the judging portion 1
automatically judges which image data 3a, 4a, or 5a is
to be selected.

[0041] As shown in Fig. 5, in the image data storing
portion 42 each frame 44 of image data is correspond-
ingly stored with frame number data 43. The table 45
stores each frame number data and the latitude and lon-
gitude data 47, the altitude data 48, the direction data
49, and angle data 50, correspondingly. The instruction
position data 2a is supplied to the reading circuit 41 and
searches the corresponding latitude and longitude data
47 in the table 45. If the corresponding latitude and lon-
gitude data 47 is present, the reading circuit 41 supplies
the corresponding frame number data 46 to the image
data storing portion 42. The reading circuit 41 reads and
supplies a frame of the image data 44 in the image data
storing portion 42 corresponding to the frame number
data 46 from the table 45 to the selector 6 as the image
data 3a. The table 45 supplies the corresponding alti-
tude data 48, the direction data 49, and angle data 50 to
the judging portion 1 via the reading circuit 41 if the alti-
tude data 48, the direction data 49, or the angle data 50
is stored with the frame data 46.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 4, the helicopter 431 carrying
the video camera 433 horizontally flies at attitude 441 in
the travelling direction which is assumed as the X axis
and is deviates from the north by a compass direction
CD. The video camera 433 takes image on the shooting
area with an angle made between the optical axis of the
video camera 433 and the Z axis which corresponds to
the vertical line thereat. A recorder 434 stores each
frame of the image data from the video camera 433 with
frame number number data, the position data, the alti-
tude data 48, the direction data 49, and the angle data
50 on the recording medium 440. The latitude and lon-
gitude data and the direction data is obtained from the
GPS signal. The altitude is detected by a radio altimeter
or calculated from the altitude difference between the
helicopter and the ground which is determined by the
latitude data and the longitude data there. The angle
data is detected by a position detector (not shown) for
detecting the position of the video camera 433.
[0043] As shown in Fig. 6, in the road image data
managing portion 4, the image data storing portion 52
correspondingly stores each frame 54 of the image data
taken by a camera on the vehicle on the road and frame
number data 53. The table 55 stores each frame
number data 56 and the latitude and longitude data 57,
the altitude data 58, the direction data 59, and angle
data 51, correspondingly. The instruction position data
2a is supplied to the table 55 which searches the corre-
sponding latitude and longitude data 57. If the corre-
sponding latitude and longitude data 57 is present, the
corresponding frame number is supplied to the image
data storing portion 52 by the reading circuit 51. The

image data storing portion 52 reads and supplies a
frame 54 of the image data corresponding to the frame
number data from the table 55 to the selector 6 as the
image data 4a. The table 55 supplies the corresponding
altitude data 58, the direction data 59, and angle data
51 to the judging portion 1 if any of the altitude data 58,
the direction data 59, or the angle data 51 is stored with
the frame data 56 in the table 55. In the case of the
image data taken by the video camera 115 on the vehi-
cle 117 on the road 118, the angle ZA is constant and is
90. The position data and the attitude data is obtained
as similar to the aerial image data managing portion 3.

[0044] As shown in Fig. 7, in the patrol image data
managing portion 4, the image data storing portion 62
correspondingly stores each frame 64 of the image data
taken by a camera (not shown) on a patrol vehicle (not
shown) on a road or the ground and frame number data
63. The camera may be an electronic still camera hav-
ing a memory carried by a patrolling man. The table 65
stores each frame number data 66 and the latitude and
longitude data 67, the altitude data 68, the direction
data 69, and angle data 61, correspondingly. The
instruction position data 2a is supplied to the table 65
which searches the corresponding latitude and longi-
tude data 67. If the corresponding latitude and longitude
data 67 is present, the corresponding frame number is
supplied to the image data storing portion 62. The
image data storing portion 62 reads and supplies the
frame 64 of the image data corresponding to the frame
number data from the table 65 to the selector 6 as the
image data 5a. The table 65 supplies the corresponding
direction data 69, and angle data 70 to the judging por-
tion 1 if any of the altitude data 68, the direction data 69,
or the angle data 70 is stored with the frame data 66 in
the table 55. The altitude data 68 is constant and zero if
the vehicle or a patrol man on the ground. The position
data and the attitude data is obtained as similar to the
aerial image data managing portion 3 from a portable
navigation apparatus.
[0045] As mentioned, one of the image data 3a, 4a,
and 5a is selected by the selector 6 in accordance with
the selection signal 1a and outputted or displayed on
the monitor display 7.
[0046] In this embodiment, the aerial image data man-
aging portion 3 includes the recording medium 140
therein. In the case that the successive shots along the
road 118 are recorded by the video camera 433 on a
video tape in a video tape cassette, the image data, the
position data, and the attitude data is read from the
video tape by a video tape deck and stored in a hard
disc (fixed) as the recording medium 140. However, it is
also possible that the successive shots along the road
118 are recorded by the video camera 433 on a digital
video disc RAM (removable) with position data and the
attitude data and the digital video disc is set in the aerial
image data managing portion 3 for reproducing by an
operator as the recording medium 140. The road image
data managing portion 4 is similar to the aerial image
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data managing portion 3. On the other hand, in the case
of the patrol image data managing portion 5, the suc-
cessive shots along the road 118 are recorded by the
electronic still camera on a memory card with the posi-
tion data and the attitude data and the data is read from
the memory card and stored in a hard disc as the
recording medium 160. Moreover, it is also possible to
take conventional chemical photographs by a patrol
man and the images on the photographs after develop-
ment are read and stored in a hard disc as the recording
medium 160.

[0047] Moreover, it is also possible that different types
of successive shot of image data are recorded by video
tape cassettes and tables 45, 55, and 85 are formed on
a floppy disc by a personal computer (not shown) which
records the position data and attitude data and the
frame number data. Then a plurality of video decks
reproduce the images from the video tape cassettes at
the same time as the aerial image data managing por-
tion 3, the road image data managing portion 4, and the
patrol image data managing portion 5. Then, one of
shots is selected by the selector 6. The video tape
decks are controlled by the personal computer as the
tables 45, 55, and 56, and the judging portion 1 and the
position data input portion 2 to reproduce one of shots
on the monitor display 7.

*SECOND EMBODIMENT+

[0048] Fig. 9 is an illustration of a second embodiment
of a road shot image managing apparatus. Fig. 10 is a
block diagram of the road shot image managing appara-
tus of the second embodiment. The road shot image
managing apparatus of the second embodiment
includes an image forwarding unit 165, a reading and
storing portion 155, a monitor display 161, a position
display 162, a type display 163, a decision button 164,
and a type data generation portion 167.
[0049] The image forwarding unit 165 generates
instruction position data to forward or backward the dis-
play image of the road. A recording medium 151 stores
the successive shots of the image data along the road
such that position number data 153 and a frame 154 of
the image data is stored correspondingly. The reading
and storing portion 155 searches the frame number
data 153 corresponds to the instruction position data
from the image forwarding unit 165 and reads the frame
corresponding to the frame number data 153. The
image data of the frame 154 is supplied to the monitor
display 161 and stored in the recording medium 157.
The position data 153 is displayed on the position dis-
play 162.
[0050] If the operator watching the monitor display 161
depresses the decision button 164, the type data gener-
ation portion 167 generates and supplies type data to
the reading and storing portion in response to the deci-
sion switch 164. The reading and storing portion 155
correspondingly stores the type data 159 with the posi-

tion data 158 and the frame 166 on a recording unit 160
on the recording medium 157.

[0051] The type data from the type data generation
portion 167 is displayed on the type display 163.
[0052] The position data 158 and the frame 166 and
the type data 159 may be overwritten on the recording
medium in accordance with the type of the recording
medium 151.
[0053] At the next operation, if the operator operates
the image forwarding unit 165 and the type data 172 is
stored with the position data corresponding to the
instruction position data 165a, the type data indicative
of the type of the image data, that is, the way that the
image is taken, is automatically outputted and displayed
on the type display 163. Moreover, it is possible to dis-
play the image on the road 118 is adaptively displayed
in accordance with the type data stored with the frame
116.
[0054] The recording medium 151 and 157 may be
removable from the road image managing apparatus of
the second embodiment or fixed to the road image man-
aging apparatus of the second embodiment as similar to
the first embodiment.

*THIRD EMBODIMENT+

[0055] Fig. 11 is a block diagram of a road image man-
aging apparatus of a third embodiment. The road image
managing apparatus of the third embodiment includes a
reading unit 121 for reading data on an original record-
ing medium 91, a thinning judging portion 92, and a
recorder 114.
[0056] The original recording medium 91 stores posi-
tion data and image data of successive images along
the road 118. Each moving picture frame of the image
data is stored with each position data correspondingly
as shot image data 106, which is a recording unit. The
reading unit 121 reads and supplies the position data
104 and the moving picture frame 105 every shot image
data 106 to the thinning judging portion 92.
[0057] The thinning judging portion 92 includes a posi-
tion data storing portion 94, a comparing portion 95, a
reference data storing portion 97, a reference data
increasing portion 96, a thinning control portion 98, an
image data reading portion 99, a filter 93, a result stor-
ing portion 100, and a judging portion 101, and an
image writing portion 102. The position data storing por-
tion 94 receives the position data 104 from the original
image data storing portion 91 and stores the position
data 104. The reference data increase portion 96
increases the reference data in response to the compar-
ing portion 95 at regular interval for example, 5 m. The
reference data storing portion 97 stores the reference
data from the reference data increasing portion 96 and
supplies it to the comparing portion. More specifically,
the position data increasing portion 96 adds a predeter-
mined value to the previous reference data from the ref-
erence data storing portion 97 to increase the reference
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data. The increased reference data is compared with
the position data from the reference data storing portion
94. If the position data from the position data storing
portion 94 is greater than the reference data from the
reference data storing portion 97, this is informed to the
thinning control portion 98. Therefore, comparing por-
tion 95 informs the comparing result every predeter-
mined distance, for example, every 5 m, that is, 0 m, 5
m, 10 m, ggg. In fact, the comparing result is informed
at 0.5 m, 5.5 m, 10.6 m in accordance with the timing of
the frames and the speed.

[0058] Thinning control portion 98 operates the image
writing portion 102 to write the position data 104 and the
moving picture frame 105 in the recording medium 103
as resultant position data 107 and the resultant moving
picture frame 108 of the image data image data. There-
fore, moving picture frames of the image data is sub-
stantially equidistantly thinned and stored.
[0059] On the other hand, there may be an important
moving picture frame of the image data between two
consecutive resultant moving picture frames of the
image data thinned by under control of the comparing
portion 95. In such a case, the thinning judging portion
92 judges whether the moving picture frame of the
image data is to be additionally stored. The image data
reading portion 99 reads the moving picture frame 105
of the image data and supplies it to the filter 93. The fil-
ter 93 detects the characteristic of the moving picture
frame 105 of the image data. The result storing portion
100 stores the result of detecting the characteristic of
the moving picture frame 105 of the image data. The
judging portion 101 compares the result from the result
storing portion 101 with a reference. If the result form
the result storing portion 101 exceeds the reference, the
judging portion commands the thinning control portion
98 to operate the image writing portion 102 to stored the
moving picture frame 105 of the image in the resultant
image storing portion 103. Therefore, the thinning con-
trol portion 98 operates the image writing portion 102 to
equidistantly store the moving picture frames of the
image data and further the moving picture frames of the
image data showing a high characteristic image.
[0060] Fig. 12 is a block diagram of the third embodi-
ment showing the structure of the filter 93 shown in Fig.
11.
[0061] The filter 93 includes a partially reading portion
110, an image data storing portion 111, a condition data
storing portion 112, and a comparing and counting por-
tion 113. The partially reading portion 110 stores prede-
termined area data indicating the area on the
reproduced screen area where the characteristic points
is to be detected. Alternatively, the area data may be
inputted by the operator. The partially reading portion
110 reads a portion of the moving picture frame of the
image data in the image data storing portion 111 in
accordance with the area data. That is, the partially
reading portion 110 reads the image data only at the
area on the screen area indicated by the area data. The

condition data storing portion 112 stores the condition
for detecting the characteristic image. It is assumed that
the moving picture frame of the image data includes
red, green, and blue colors each having a value of 0 to
255. For example, the condition for judging is that
G>128, G>R, and G>B. If color values at the pixel sat-
isfy the condition, the comparing and counting portion
113 counts up by one.

[0062] As shown in Fig. 8, sign boards 114 are pro-
vided along the road 118. The sign boards has a spe-
cific background color. For example, green. Then, if the
counts is greater than a predetermined value, there is a
high possibility that a sign board is shown in the moving
picture frame. Such moving picture frame is supposed
to provide important information, so that it is judged that
this moving picture is to be stored in the resultant image
storing portion 103.
[0063] Figs. 13 to 15 are illustrations of the third
embodiment illustrating the equidistantly thinning proc-
ess. On the other hand, Figs. 16A to 16D, 17, and 18
are illustrations of the third embodiment illustrating the
important image detecting operation.
[0064] As shown in Fig. 8, the vehicle 117 travels on
the road 118 and the video camera 115 takes succes-
sive images along the road 118 and stores the Image
data with the position data from the car navigation unit
116.
[0065] As shown in Fig. 13, the each moving picture
frame of the image data 123 and the position data 122
are correspondingly stored in the recording medium
121. Fig. 14 shows respective moving picture frames
before thinning. The vehicle 117 travels at various
speeds, so that distance between two consecutive mov-
ing picture frames varies. Then, the moving picture
frames is equidistantly thinned as shown in Fig. 15.
However, in this case, there is a possibility of losing a
moving picture frame which includes important informa-
tion such as the sign board 114.
[0066] Figs. 16A to Fig. 16D show successive images
from the travelling vehicle 117.
[0067] Screen images 131 to 134 shows the succes-
sive moving picture frames 135 to 138 with image of
position data 139 to 142. Respective screen images
131 to 134 include areas 143 to 146 which show the
area on the moving picture frames 135 to 138 to be read
by the partially reading portion 110.
[0068] As shown in Fig. 16B the sign boards 114 is
shown clearly and enters the area 144, so that the count
value in the comparing and counting portion 113 at the
moving picture frame 136 provides a peak. Fig. 17
shows the area 148 on the screen image 147 to be read
by the partially reading portion 110.
[0069] Fig. 18 shows variation of the count values for
respective moving picture frames 135 to 138. The count
of pixels showing the green color at the moving picture
frame of which position data around 9 m shows a peak
150. This moving picture frame is supposed to include
important information, that is, include the image of the
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sign board 114.

[0070] The judging portion 101 judges whether the
count value is higher than a reference or whether there
is the peak 150. If the moving picture showing the peak
150 is stored by the image writing portion 102, the
image writing portion 102 can read the moving picture
frame of the image data showing the peak 150 from the
digital image storing portion 121 after the peak 150 is
detected.
[0071] The recording medium 91 and 103 may be
removable from the road image managing apparatus of
the third embodiment or fixed to the road image manag-
ing apparatus of the third embodiment as similar to the
first embodiment.

*FOURTH EMBODIMENT+

[0072] The road shot image managing apparatus of a
fourth embodiment has substantially the same structure
as that of the third embodiment. The difference is that
the position of the moving picture frame of the image
data showing the peak which is supposed to include the
sign board 114 is detected from a plurality of sets of
image data which are taken by a plurality of times of tak-
ing pictures along the road 118 and the position is deter-
mined by averaging, wherein the corresponding peaks
are detected.
[0073] Fig. 19 is a block diagram of the road shot
image managing apparatus of the fourth embodiment.
Fig. 20 depicts a flow chart of the fourth embodiment.
Figs. 21A to 21C are illustrations of the fourth embodi-
ment showing recording mediums storing moving pic-
ture frames of the image data. Fig. 22A to 22C are
graphical drawings of the fourth embodiment showing
peak positions.
[0074] The road shot image managing apparatus of
the fourth embodiment includes a reading circuit 171, a
filter 176, a table storing portion 177, a peak detector
180, a peak position table storing portion 182, a target
position determining portion 187, and a target position
data output portion 186. The reading circuit 171 succes-
sively reads each moving picture frames 175 and the
corresponding position data 174 from each recording
unit 173 in the recording medium A 201. The image data
in the recording medium A 201 is successively taken by
travelling on the road 118 once. After reading the image
data and the position data from the recording medium A
201, the reading circuit 171 reads each of moving frame
175 and the corresponding position data 174 from the
recording medium B 202. The image data in the record-
ing medium B 202 is successively taken by travelling on
the road 118 at different time. After reading the image
data and the position data from the recording medium B
202, the reading circuit 171 reads each of moving
frames 175 and the corresponding position data 174
from the recording medium C 203.
[0075] The filter 176 detects the pixel of which color
data values satisfy the condition mentioned in the third

embodiment and counts the pixels every moving picture
frame and forms filter table 183a including position data
178 and the corresponding count 179 of the recording
medium A 202 in the table storing portion 177. Then,
the filter 176 detects the pixel of which color data values
satisfy the condition mentioned in the third embodiment
and counts the pixels every moving picture frame and
forms filter table 183b including position data 178 and
the corresponding count 179 of the recording medium B
203 in the table storing portion 177. Then, the filter 176
detects the pixel of which color data values satisfy the
condition mentioned in the third embodiment and
counts the pixels every moving picture frame and forms
filter table 183c including position data 178 and the cor-
responding count 179 of the recording medium C 203 in
the table storing portion 177.

[0076] The peak detector 180 detects each peak from
the filter table 183a of the recording medium A 201 to
form peak position table 181a of the recording medium
A 201. Then, the peak detector 180 detects each peak
from the filter tables 183b of the recording medium B
202 to form peak position table 181b of the recording
medium B 202. Then, the peak detector 180 detects
each peak from the filter table 183c of the recording
medium C 203 to form peak position table 181c of the
recording medium C 203. The target position determin-
ing portion 187 determines the target positions from the
peak position tables 181a to 181c. The target position
data output portion 186 outputs the target position data
TPOS.
[0077] The target position determining portion 187
effects determining process as shown in Fig. 20. The
target position determining portion 187 reads a position
of the next peak i (PPOSAI, ) in step s1. In the
following step s2, the target position determining portion
187 determines a searching range as follows:

[0078] Then, the target position determining portion
187 determines peak positions in the image data in the
recording medium B 202 and the recording medium C
203 within the searching range PL to PH in step s4. In
the following step s4, the target position determining
portion 187 averages the detected peak positions
PPOS AVi which is stored in step s5. In step S6 the tar-
get position determining portion 187 judges whether the
peak detection process has finished. If the peak detec-
tion process has not finished, the target position deter-
mining portion 187 increases i and processing returns
to step s1. If the peak detection process has finished,
the target position determining portion 187 outputs the
averaged peak positions PPOSAVi 185.
[0079] As shown in Figs. 21A and 22A, the peak 207
is detected from the recording medium A 201 shown in
Fig. 21A. Then, searching range 210 - 212 is deter-

i= 1 @ n

P L = PPOS Ai - W

P H = PPOS Ai + W
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mined. Then, the peak 208 and 209 detected from the
recording medium B and C 202 and 203 shown in Figs.
22B and 22C are detected. The positions of the peaks
207 to 209 are averaged and outputted.

[0080] The recording mediums 201 to 203 may be
removable from the road image managing apparatus of
the fourth embodiment or fixed to the road image man-
aging apparatus of the fourth embodiment as similar to
the first embodiment.

Claims

1. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

storing means (52) for storing different types of
image data of series shots along a road;
table means (55) for storing position data and
attitude data of each of said series shots of
each of different types of said image data with
correspondence therebetween;
input means (2) for inputting instruction posi-
tion data and instruction attitude data;
first reading means (41, 51, 61) for reading said
attitude data and position data of each of said
series shots of each of different types of said
image data respectively corresponding to said
instruction position data; and
second reading means (41, 51, 61 6) respon-
sive to said input means and said first reading
means for reading one of said series shots of
one of different types of said image data in
accordance with said position data and said
attitude data from said first reading means, and
instruction attitude data to output said one of
said series shots of different types of said
image data.

2. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1, wherein said second reading means
compares each of said attitude data from said first
reading means with said instruction attitude data
and determines said one of different types of image
data of which said attitude data's value is nearest to
a value of said instruction attitude data in accord-
ance with the comparing result and further deter-
mines said one of said series shots of said one of
different types of said image data in accordance
with said position data from said first reading
means.

3. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1 or 2, wherein said attitude data includes
attitude data

4. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1, 2, or 3, wherein said attitude data con-
tains direction data.

5. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, further comprising a display
monitor displaying said one of said series shots
from said second reading means.

6. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, wherein said input means
comprises:

latitude and longitude input means responsive
to a first operation for inputting latitude data
and longitude data and outputting said latitude
data and longitude data as said instruction
position data;
position data generating means including map
data storing means for storing map data, map
displaying means for reading and displaying
said map data and indicating means respon-
sive to a second operation for indicating a posi-
tion on said displayed map data and position
data calculating means for calculating said
instruction position data in accordance with
said position and said map data;
position data outputting means for outputting
said latitude data and longitude data from said
latitude and longitude input means in the pres-
ence of said first operation as said instruction
position data and outputting instruction position
data from said calculating means in the pres-
ence of said second operation; and
altitude data inputting and outputting means for
inputting and outputting said instruction altitude
data.

7. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

first storing means for storing image data of
series shots along a road and position data of
each of said series shots, each series shot of
said image data and each of said position data
being correspondingly stored;
reading means responsive to a reading com-
mand for reading one of said series shots of
said image data and said position data corre-
sponding thereto from said first storing means;
display means for displaying said one of said
series shots of said image data from said read-
ing means;
data generation means for generating type
data in response to an operation;
second storing means for storing said image
data; and
writing means for correspondingly writing said
one of series shots of said image data and said
position data from said reading means in said
second storing means and further correspond-
ingly writing said one of series shots of said
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image data and said position data from said
reading means in said second storing means
with said type data from data generation
means in the presence of said operation.

8. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

first storing means for storing image data of
series shots along a road and position data of
said series shots, each series shot of said
image data and each of said position data
being correspondingly stored;
reading means for successively reading each
of said series shots of said image data and said
position data corresponding thereto from said
first storing means;
second storing means for storing said image
data;
thinning means responsive to said reading
means for successively thinning said series
shots of said image data at a predetermined
interval of a value of said position data and suc-
cessively writing thinned series shots of said
image data in said second storing means;
characteristic image detection means for suc-
cessively detecting a characteristic value of
each of said series shots of said image data
from said reading means;
judging means for judging whether each of said
series shots of said image data is to be written
in accordance with said characteristic value;
and
writing means for further writing said one of
said series shots of said image data judged to
be written in said second storing means,
wherein said second storing means stores said
thinned series shots of said image data and
said one of said series shots of said image data
judged to be written.

9. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 8, further comprising area inputting means
for inputting data indicating an area of a screen of
said image data, wherein said writing means writes
said one of series shots of said image data judged
to be written in said second storing means when
said judging means judges that each of said series
shots of said image data is to be written in accord-
ance with said characteristic value at said area.

10. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 8 or 9, wherein said image data includes
color data and said characteristic image detection
means comprises:

color comparing means for comparing color
data of each pixel of said one of said series

shots of said image data with color reference
data;

counting means for counting said pixels in said
one of said series shots when said color data of
each pixel of said one of said series shots of
said image data exceed said color reference
data, said characteristic image detection
means writing said one of said series shots in
said second storing means in accordance with
a count of said counting means.

11. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

first storing means for storing image data of
series shots along a road and position data of
said series shots, each series shot of said
image data and each of said position data
being correspondingly stored;
reading means for successively reading each
of said series shots of said image data and said
position data corresponding thereto from said
first storing means;
characteristic image detection means for suc-
cessively detecting a characteristic value of
each of said series shots of said image data
from said reading means; and
peak detecting and outputting means for
detecting a peak of said characteristic values
successively detected and outputting said posi-
tion data from said reading means correspond-
ing to said peak.

12. A road shot image managing apparatus as claimed
in claim 11, further comprising:

second storing means for storing said image
data;
writing means for successively writing said one
of said series shots of said image data corre-
sponding to said peak in said second storing
means; and
reading and outputting means for reading and
outputting said image data stored in said sec-
ond storing means in response to a request.

13. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

first storing means for storing sets of image
data of series shots along a road and position
data of said series shots, each series shot of
said image data and each of said position data
being correspondingly stored;
reading means for successively reading each
of said series shots of said image data of each
of said sets and position data corresponding
thereto from said first storing means;
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characteristic image detection means for suc-
cessively detecting a characteristic value of
each of said series shots of said image data of
each of said sets from said reading means;

first peak detecting means for successively
detecting a first peak of said characteristic val-
ues of said series shots of said image data of
any one of said sets and said positional data
corresponding to said first peak;
second peak detection means for detecting
second peaks of said characteristic values of
said image data of the other of said sets within
a predetermined position interval from the posi-
tion of said position data of said first peak and
detecting position data corresponding to said
second peaks;
averaging means for averaging said position
data of said first peak and said second peaks to
output an average peak position.

14. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

first reading means for reading data in a
recording medium storing different types of
image data of series shots along a road and
position data and attitude data of each of said
series shots of each of different types of said
image data with correspondence therebe-
tween;
input means (2) for inputting instruction posi-
tion data and instruction attitude data, said first
reading means (41) reading said attitude data
and position data of each of said series shots
of each of different types of said image data
respectively corresponding to said instruction
position data; and
second reading means (41, 6) responsive to
said input means and said first reading means
for reading one of said series shots of one of
different types of said image data in accord-
ance with said position data and said attitude
data from said first reading means, and instruc-
tion attitude data to output said one of said
series shots of different types of said image
data.

15. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

reading means responsive to a reading com-
mand for reading one of said series shots of
said image data and said position data corre-
sponding thereto from a first recording medium
storing image data of series shots along a road
and position data of said series shots, each
series shot of said image data and each of said
position data being correspondingly stored;

display means for displaying said one of said
series shots of said image data from said read-
ing means;

data generation means for generating type
data in response to an operation; and
writing means for correspondingly writing said
one of series shots of said image data and said
position data from said reading means in a sec-
ond recording medium and further correspond-
ingly writing said one of series shots of said
image data and said position data from said
reading means in said second recording
medium with said type data from data genera-
tion means in the presence of said operation.

16. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

reading means for reading data in first storing
means storing image data of series shots along
a road and position data of said series shots,
each series shot of said image data and each
of said position data being correspondingly
stored, said reading means successively read-
ing each of said series shots of said image data
and said position data corresponding thereto
from said first storing means;
thinning means responsive to said reading
means for successively thinning said series
shots of said image data at a predetermined
interval of a value of said position data and suc-
cessively writing thinned series shots of said
image data in second storing means;
characteristic image detection means for suc-
cessively detecting a characteristic value of
each of said series shots of said image data
from said reading means;
judging means for judging whether each of said
series shots of said image data is to be written
in accordance with said characteristic value;
and
writing means for further writing said one of
said series shots of said image data judged to
be written in said second storing means,
wherein said second storing means stores said
thinned series shots of said image data and
said one of said series shots of said image
data.

17. A road shot image managing apparatus compris-
ing:

reading means for reading data in storing
means storing sets of image data of series
shots along a road and position data of said
series shots, each series shot of said image
data and each of said position data being cor-
respondingly stored, said reading means suc-
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cessively reading each of said series shots of
said image data of each of said sets and posi-
tion data corresponding thereto from said stor-
ing means;
characteristic image detection means for suc-
cessively detecting a characteristic value of
each of said series shots of said image data of
each of said sets from said reading means;

first peak detecting means for successively
detecting a first peak of said characteristic val-
ues of said series shots of said image data of
any one of said sets and said positional data
corresponding to said first peak;
second peak detection means for detecting
second peaks of said characteristic values of
said image data of the other of said sets within
a predetermined position interval from the posi-
tion of said position data of said first peak and
detecting position data corresponding to said
second peaks; and
averaging means for averaging said position
data of said first peak and said second peaks to
output an average peak position.
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